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ABSTRACT 
A theorem with a number of equivalent alternatives is proposed as an extension of 
the classical Gordan theorem of the alternative. The theorem can handle nonzero 
unrestricted variables which cannot be directly treated by ordinary theorems of the 
alternative. Like the Gordan theorem, the extended theorem has the stability feature 
that small perturbations in the data will not invalidate an alternative that is in force. 
The theorem has useful applications in establishing the boundedness and uniqueness 
of feasible points of polyhedral sets and of solutions to linear programming problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Theorems of the alternative play a key role in mathematical programming 
[4, 8,2, 71. Among the best-known and very useful theorems of the alternative 
is the Gordan theorem [6, 4, 81 which states that for any m X n real matrix D 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) Dy >O has a solution y in R”. 
(ii) D*v =O, O# v >O, has no solution v in R”. 
Here R” denotes the ndimensional real Euclidean space, and the superscript 
T denotes the transpose. These two alternatives however are not the only ones 
that can be stated for the Gordan theorem. For example it can be easily 
shown [5] that (i) and (ii) are also equivalent to the following: 
(iii) For each (c, h) in R” + ” the linear program 
max {c*vID*v=h, vao 
0 t R “’ > 
either is infeasible or has a nonempty bounded optimal solution set. 
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It is also elementary to verify that (i) is also equivalent to 
(iv) Dy > c has a solution y in R” for each c in R”’ 
and 
(v) l)y >O has a sohrtion y in R” for each 1)~ X n matrix 11 such that 
II 6 11 II G 6 for some 6 >O. 
Here II . II denotes any matrix 11orm. 
The existence of these various equivalent alternatives prompts one to look 
for a general type of theorem which subsumes the Gordan alternatives. One 
such very general extension can be achieved by using the general regularity 
theory of Robinson [12, 131. Our approach here employs the more basic 
framework of the classical theorems of the alternative [4, 81 to arrive at the 
desired extension. A key role in the extension is played by the stuhility 
alternative (v) above, namely that Dy >O has a sohrtion y in R” for all D in 
R “lx” (the space of mXn real matrices) that are sufficiently close to D. This 
alternative shows that the set of data (matrices in R”‘X”) for which alternative 
(i) holds is an open set in RI”“. By contrast it can be shown by means of 
simple examples that the set of data satisfying either of the Farkas theorem 
alternatives [3, 81 ( AxaO, hTx<O has a solution x in R”, or ATn=h, u>O has 
a solution u in R”‘, where A is in R”‘X” and h is in R”) is not an open set in 
t,, FL - tl R 
In view of the important role played by the stability alternative (v), we 
shall term our extension of the Gordan theorem, Theorem 1 below, a stable 
theorem of the alternative. The aptness of this terminology will be more 
apparent from Theorem 2 of the next section, which shows that if any one of 
the alternatives of Theorem 1 holds, then they all hold for sufficiently small 
perturbations of the data. In Section 3 of the paper we exhibit some 
applications of the stable theorem of the alternative in the form of characteri- 
zations of boundedness and uniqueness of solution of linear programs. We also 
mention a practical application in engineering. 
In order to be concrete, we now give definitions of a theorem of the 
alternative and a stable theorem of the alternative. 
DEFINITION 1. A theorem of the alternative is an equivalence relation- 
ship between the solvability of a system of linear equalities and inequalities 
and the unsolvability of a related system of linear equalities and inequalities. 
The solvability of the first system and the unsolvability of the second 
system will be referred to as equivdent ulternutives or, more simply, ulternu- 
tivw. 
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DEFINITION 2. A stable theorem of the alternative is a theorem of the 
alternative with more than two equivalent alternatives and such that if one of 
its alternatives holds, then it, and consequently all the other alternatives, hold 
for all sufficiently small but arbitrary perturbations of the (constant) data 
constituting the linear equalities and inequalities of the alternatives. 
Some of the interesting features of stable theorems of the alternative are: 
(1) They often involve nonzero unrestricted variables that are usually not 
handled by ordinary theorems of the alternative. [See alternative (i’) of 
Theorem 1 below.] 
(2) They give useful existence properties for perturbations of systems of 
linear inequalities and equalities. [See alternatives (i), (ii), and (iv) of theorem 
1 below.] 
(3) They give useful boundedness results for certain polyhedral sets and 
linear programs. [See alternatives (v’) and (vii’) of Theorem 1 and also 
Theorem 2, below.] 
We briefly describe now the notation used. All matrices and vectors are 
real. For the m X n matrix A we write AE R” x” and denote row i by A,, 
column j by A i, and the element in row i and column i by A,i. For x in the 
real n dimensional Euclidean space R “, element i is denoted by xi. All vectors 
are column vectors unless transposed by the superscript T. For Z C { 1,. . . , m} 
and JC{l,..., n}: A, denotes the submatrix of A with rows A,, i E I; A,, 
denotes the submatrix of A with columns A,+ Jo J; A,, denotes the submatrix 
of A with elements A,,, i E I, Jo J; and x, denotes x,, i E j. II x II will denote 
an arbitrary but fixed vector norm, and the corresponding induced matrix 
norm max,,.,, =i II Ax II will be denoted by )I A 11. For brevity we shall often 
omit mentioning the dimensionality of a vector or a matrix, it being obvious 
from the context. The vector e will be a vector of ones in the appropriate 
Euclidean space. 
2. A STABLE THEOREM OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
We begin with our principal result, which subsumes the Gordan theorem 
and which gives many useful equivalent alternatives. Some of these equiva- 
lences can also be derived from Robinson’s general regularity approach, 
which uses multifunction theory [13], and some from Rockafellar’s convex 
analysis results [14]. For example the equivalence between (iii), (i’), and (i) of 
Theorem 1 below can be established after some work by using the equiva- 
lence between I, II, and III respectively of Theorem 3 of [13]. Similarly the 
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equivalence between (i’) and (v’) of Theorem 1 below can also be established 
by using Rockafellar’s Theorem 8.4 [ 141 which states that the boundedness of 
a nonempty closed convex set is equivalent to its recession cone containing 
the origin only. In keeping with the spirit of theorems of the alternative, our 
proofs here will rely mainly on these theorems. 
THEOREM 1 (A stable theorem of the alternative). Let A, H, C, clnrl D be 
fixed matrices in R”‘I Anl, R”‘I * “5, R”‘? )i “1, and R”‘? r “2 rmpectivcly, and kt 




for some E>O. 
(Iii) 
rows of [ A H ] me linearly independent. 
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Proof. (i)-(i’): (i’) is equivalent to 
A%+C%~O, BTu_tDTv=O, 
-a%-cTvGO, -vGO, -rTu-sTv<O 
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not having a solution (u, u) for each (r, s) in R”‘L+~~. By Motzkin’s theorem 
of the alternative [ll, 81 this is equivalent to 
__- 
having a solution (x, y, .$) for each (r, s) in R”‘l+“l. By defining b=r-a and 
d=s-c this is equivalent to 
Ax+B~=&+l)+b, C%+Dya$+l)+d, X30, g=O 
having a solution (x, ij, .$) for each (b, 6) in R”“+“l. This is equivalent to (i) if 
wemaketheidentificationsr=?/(l+[), y=Q/(I+i), andy=l/(I+5)>0. 
(ii) Q (ii’): By Motzkin’s theorem. 
(iii) w (iii’): By Motzkin’s theorem. 
(iv) w (iv’): By Motzkin’s theorem. 
(vii)* (vii’): By linear programming duality [ 13. 
(viii) = (viii’): By linear programming duality. 
(i’) = (ii): If (ii) does not hold, then there exists a sequence 
{A’, B’, C’, D’, ai, ci}, i = 1, 2,. . . , converging to (A, B, C, D, a, c) such that 
for i = 1, 2,. . . , 
A’x + B’y = (I’, C’x + D’y 3 ci, X30 
has no solution (x, y). By Motzkin’s theorem this is equivalent to 
having a solution (zc’, o*) for i ~1, 2,. . . By letting U’ = u’/ll u’, 2;’ )I and 
C’ = u’/llu’, ~‘11, it follows by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem that the 
-- 
bounded sequence (3, C?} has an accumulation point (u, V) satisfying 
ATii+ CTiT<O, BTG+ DT6=0, 
a?‘Gf26>0 ’ > 520, IlU,Vll=l, 
which contradicts (i’). 
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(ii)a(iii): Since Ax+By=d has a solution (.r,y) for each d such that 
liti--a (( GE for some .s>O, it follows that the rows of [A B] are linearly 
independent. Setting A=A, B=B, c=C, D=D, r?=a-de&/k, and C=C- 
Ce~/k+ee/2~~e)), where k>2max{llAell,IlCell}, we get from (ii) that there 
_ - 




Hence it follows that x=T+ee/k>O and y= y satisfy the conditions of (iii). 
(iii’)*(iv): Since the set of matrices with full row rank is an open set, it -- 
follows that [A B] is of full row rank for sufficiently small 6>0. Now if (iv) 
does not hold, there must exist a sequence {A’, B’,Ci, Di,u*,ci), i=1,2,..., 
converging to (A, B, C, D, a, c) such that for i= 1,2,. . . , 
A’x+B’y=a’, C’x+D’y>c’, x>o 
has no solution (x, y). By Motzkin’s theorem this is equivalent to 
O# 
having a solution (u*, u’) for i= 
30, BITu+D’Tu=O 
1,2,... . Letting U’ =U*/II Ui, Ui II, if7 = 
vi/II ui, ui 11, it follows by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem that there exists an 
- - 
accumulation point (u, u) of {(U’, a)} satisfying 
BTii+ DTiT=O, llU,Vll=l. 
If GfO, we contradict (iii’). If U=O and Of -ATii>O, then aTGaO and 
BTii=O, and again we contradict (iii’). Finally if U=O and -A’u=O, then 
B%=O, and 11 Gil= 1, which contradicts the linear independence of the rows 
of [A B]. 
(iv)*(iii): Set A=A, B=B, c=C, o=D, G=a, and C=c. 
(iii)-(i): Let (b, d) be in R “rltn’z. Because the rows of [A B] are linearly 
independent, there exists (?, tj) such that Af+ Bd= b. Let (x, y) satisfy 
A%+ Bij=a, CT+ Dij>c, 30. Then for sufficiently large positive X we have 
216 
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A(i+Xx)+B(d+Xy)=b+ha, 
Hencedividingbyhanddefiningy=l/X, x=(5+Xx)/h, y=(Q+A@/h, 
we obtain (i). 
(i’) * (vi’): Take g = 0, 11 = 0, and (Y = 0 in (vi’), then by (i’) S(0, 0,O) = { 0). 
(vi’)-(iii’): Suppose not; then either the rows of [A B] are linearly 
dependent or there exist (&a) satisfying 
In the former case there exists a r?#O such that Ar’C=O, B’E=O, and arC>O, 
and hence the set S(g, h, a) is empty or rmbounded for each (g, h, a) in 
R”l+nstl because S(g, h, a)+h(ii,O)cS(g, h, a) for X20. Similarly in the 
latter case the set S(g, h, a) is empty or tmbounded for each (g, h, a) in 
R”l+“2+’ because S(g, h,a)+h(ti, ii)CS(g, h, a) for A?=O. Hence in both 
cases we contradict (vi’). 
(i’)-(v’): Suppose not; then for some (g, h, a) in R”l “‘T+’ the set 
S( g, h, a) is nonempty and unbotmded. Hence there exists a sequence 
{(u’,u’)}, (u’,o’)#O, i=1,2 ,..., such that {II~~,o~11}+00 and for i= 
1,2,..., 
ATut + Cy’& 
g 
BTU’ + D’:I 11 
<- III- 
II d, u* II ’ II ui, wi II II Ui) d II ’ 
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Hence by the BolzanoWeierstrass theorem there exists a (6, 6) such that 
A*ii+ C*i?<O, BTT5-tDT~=0, 
aTii+cTiY~O, iGO, Il(ii,~>ll=l, 
which contradicts (i’). - - 
(v’)*(i’): If not, then there exist (u, U) satisfying 
aTiT+ ~~520, 530, (ii, U)#O, 
and hence for (g, h, a)=(O,O,O), S(O,O,O) is nonempty and unbounded 
-- 
because h( u, u) c S(O,O, 0) for h>O. This contradicts (v’). 
(i’)=,(vii’): Suppose not; then for each .s>O there exists (5, E) such that 
]](a, ?)-(a, c)ll GE and some (g, h) such that the linear program of (vii’) is 
feasible and has either an unbounded optimal solution set or no optimal 
solution. Hence for each E>O there exists an ar[a being the maximum of the 
linear program of (vii’) if it has a solution, else (Y is any real number] and a 
sequence {(u’,~‘)}, (u’,u’)#O, i=1,2,..., such that {ll~‘,~‘li}-cc for 
i-1,2,..., and 
A%’ + C*U’ 1 
BTui +DT~~ h 
=s ZZ--- 
IIui,t?ill II ui, 0’ II ’ lIui,uill IId,dll ’ 
Vi 
-----0, 
eTui + zTvi (Y 
llui,uill IId, d II d, vi II 
It follows by the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem that for each E>O there exists a 
(&a) such that 
A*fi+C%O, B%+zl*~=0, 
d>O, ciTti+c%>o ’ 9 IIQ,B/I=l. 
Now by letting E approach zero and noting that (122, d /I = I] C,(E), B(E)]] = 1 
and ]l(G, c)-(a, c)ll G E, we obtain once again by the Bolzano-Weierstrass 
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theorem that { ( ti( e), a( E))) - (ti, 6) and that 
which contradicts (i’). 
(vii)-(i): Evident. Take y=min{E/(lh, cl I/,1}. 
(viii’)-(vi’): Take ci=u, E= c, and define cv to equal the maximum of the 
linear program of (vii’), which by assumption has a unique solution. The set 
S(g, h, a) of (vi’) now consists precisely of this unique point. 
(i’)-(viii’): From (i’) we have that the origin is the unique solution of the 
linear program 
for /I(G, ~)-(a, c)ll GE and any F >O, because its feasible region contains the 
origin only. Hence (viii’) holds for (g, h)=(O,O). n 
We note in Theorem 1 above that condition (iv) is a reproduction of the 
openness condition (iii) with A, I?, C, D, (1, C replacing A, B, C, D, a, c respec- 
tively. From this we can immediately draw the following replication result. 
THEOREM 2 (Replication theorem). If any of the alternatives of Theorem 
1 hold, then all of them hold with A, B, C, D, (I, C replacing A, B, C, D, a, c 
respectively, where 
REMARK 1. The classical Gordan theorem of the alternative is the 
equivalence between the alternatives (i’) and (iii) of Theorem 1 with all data 
suppressed except the matrix D. 
REMARK 2. Some classical existence, stability, and perturbation results 
for linear systems of equations follow from Theorem 1 by suppressing 
everything except the matrix B and the vector a. 
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3. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE STABLE THEOREM 
OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
Theorem 1 can be used to obtain some interesting characterizations of the 
boundedness and uniqueness of linear programming solutions. In particular 
we shall show [see the equivalence (ii)*(v) of Theorem 3 below] that the 
solution set of a linear program is bounded if and only if the linear program 
remains solvable for all arbitrary but sufficiently small perturbations of the 
objective function coefficients. It is interesting to contrast this with the 
uniqueness characterization [see the equivalence (ii)*(v) of Theorem 4 
below], which states that a linear programming solution is unique if it remains 
a solution to all linear programs obtained by arbitrary but sufficiently small 
perturbations of the objective function coefficients. 
We state and prove now a boundedness characterization theorem for 
linear programming. A special case of the equivalence below between (i) and 
(ii) follows from Goldman’s results [5, Corollary lB] and has been given by 
Williams [15, Theorem 31. However, Williams’s theorem is incorrect without 
the additional unstated assumption that the primal feasible region is non- 
empty in the first part of the theorem, and that the dual feasible region is 
nonempty in the second part. The equivalence below between (i) and (iii) can 
also be derived from [13, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 3 (Boundedness of linear programming solutions). Let (g, h) 
E R”1 +nz, and let 
S(a,c)= (22, V)l( -, -) I 
( 
u D saves: ~~aru+cTvs.t. (u,v)ES). 
I > 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) S is rwnempty and 
Aru+Crv<O, BTu+DTv=O, 
aTu+cTv20, v20, (u,v)fO 
has rw solution (u, v). 
(ii) $(a, c) is nonempty and bounded. 
(iii) S is nonernpty and the following constraint qualification is satisfied: 
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7’he roux of [A B] are linearly independent, and 
Ax+By=a, cx+Ily>c, x>o 
has solution (x, y). 
(iv) There exists .s>O such that $(a, C) is nonempty and bounded for a11 
(Z,c) such that Il(G,C)-(a,c)/I~~ 
- - 
(v) There exists E>O such that S(a, c) is nonempty fm all (a, c) such that 
ll(G, E)-(a, c)/IGE. 
Proof. (i)a(iv): Follows from the implication (i’)s(vii’) of Theorem 1 
with the extra condition that S# 0 imposed on both (i’) and (vii’). 
(ii)-(i): Obviously Sf 0. If there exists (u, u) such that 
A=u+cyz)~O, B%+D’v=O, 
aru+cTz20, 030, (u,u)fO, 
then for any (u,v)ES(a,c) we have (G+yu,V+yz;)E$(a,c) for y>O, and 
hence $(a, c) is unbounded, which is a contradiction. 
(i)=(ii): If (ii) does not hold, then $(a, c) is empty or unbounded. In 
either case, since S is nonempty, there exist {( ul, vi)}, i = 1,2,. . . , with 
1) ui, oi I/ + cc such that 
where fl=rna.x(,, t-jtS aTu+cru if S(a,c) is nonempty, while if S((L,C) is 
empty, then since S is nonempty, aTui +cTu’ - co and hence p can be any 
fixed real number. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, then, there exists 
(u, u) satisfying the conditions of (i). 
(i) Q (iii): Follows from the equivalence (i’) Q (iii) of Theorem 1. 
(iv)=(v): Obvious. 
(v)=(i): Obviously S is nonempty. Since S( 5, F) is nonempty for II( 5, C) - 
(a, c)ll< E, it follows that by linear programming duality that AX+ By=Z, 
Cx+Dy>F, ~20 has solution (x, y) for Il(a, C)-(a, c)ll~e. It follows by the 
equivalence (i)w(i’) of Theorem 1 that (i) of this theorem holds. H 
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We turn now to characterizing the uniqueness of linear programming 
solutions In [9] uniqueness-characterizing theorems similar to Theorem 3 
above were obtained by using theorems of the alternative subsumed by 
Theorem 1 above. We give below a slightly more general result than that of 
[9], with a considerably simpler proof. 
THEOREM 4 (Uniqueness of linear programing 
{il(ATii+CTi7)i=gt}, H= {ilCi =O}, Hi= {ili$ >O}. 
The following are equivalent: 
no 
(i) (Aru+Cru),<O, B7u+Drv=0, a’u+cTv20, u,,>O, (u,v)#O has 
solutcon (u, v). 
(ii) S(u, c) is a singleton. 
(iii) The following constraint qualification is satisfied: The rows Of 
A., B 1 1 crij D,i 
are linearly independent and 
A ,x, +By=u, C,,r, +D,-y=c,j, CHJXl •t D,,Y >c,t > x,>o 
has solution (xJ, y). 
_ - 
(iv) There exist e>O such that (u, v) is the only element in $(a, C) for all 
(a, C) such that Il(a, E)-(a, c)ll~&. 
(v) There exists e > 0 such that (ii, 15) is in $( a, C) for all (a, C) such that 
Il(a,C)-(u,c)ll~E. 
Proof. (i)=(ii): By the second order sufficient optimality conditions of 
nonlinear programming [7, Theorem 3.21. 
(i)-(iii): By the equivalence (i’)o (iii) of Theorem 1 above. 
(iv)*(v): Obvious. 
(ii)-( Suppose not; then there exists a sequence {(a’, ci)} converging 
to (a, c) such that the linear programs max~,,,~t,(airu+c’rv) have solutions 
( ui, ui ), i = 1,2,. . . , [this follows by the implication (ii)-(v) of Theorem 3 
above] which are distinct from (u, v). Hence the sequence {(u’, vi)} satisfies, 
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for i=1,2,..., 
&“( ul _ u)+ci7‘(vt-o)~o, (A’(+~)+C?‘(U’-5)) (0 
J 
’ > 
R’(ui-u)+DT(C’i-O)=O, (vi - “),, ao. 
Dividing by II U’ - U, v’ - VII and using the BolzanoWeierstrass theorem 
gives a (u, v) satisfying the conditions of (i), and hence for sufficiently small 
X >O, (U + XU, U + hv) is in S(U, c), which contradicts (ii). 
(v)-(i): Suppose not, then there exists (6, 6) such that 
Consider now the linear program min(,, ojES [(u+GQ)ru+(c+6~)‘v]. For all 
sufficiently small 6>0 we have that (G+G&,~+SG)ES and 
This shows that for all S > 0 sufficiently small, (6, 6) is not in S( a + 6 a, c + SS), 
which contradicts (v). n 
It is interesting to note the similarities between the five conditions (i) to 
(v) of Theorem 3 and 4 and also to note the replication of the boundedness or 
uniqueness conditions of (ii) in the perturbed problem of (iv). 
Finally we mention that an interesting practical application of Theorem 1 
has been made in the design and control of a heat exchanger network [lo]. In 
particular the theorem is used to give conditions under which maximum 
energy recovery is possible in a heat exchanger network over a certain 
disturbance range. 
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